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Executive Summary

The project “Wissenschaftler sind auch nur Menschen”, translated to English  
as “Scientists are human too”, was developed and delivered in 2018/2019  
by Native Scientist in partnership with the Goethe-Institut London. 

Six booklets were created as a resource to promote the integrated learning  
of language and science among students attending classes of German as a foreign 
language across multiple schools in Europe. Each booklet was a biographical account  
of a German scientist living and working abroad and challenged the students to carry  
out a scientific experiment.

In this project, the teachers of German paired up with science teachers from  
the same school and explored the story of a scientist linguistically and scientifically.  
Later on, students presented and discussed their results with the real scientist, learning 
more about the specific scientific field and the life and career of a scientist.

A total of 202 students aged 13-19 years old participated in the project and reported  
a positive impact and a better understanding of the value of science and the career  
of a scientist. As one teacher said, this was a “great project to involve the students  
in modern up to date science and to open their eyes to studying abroad”,  
highlighting its innovative, dynamic and empowering nature.
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Project Objectives and Overview

1.

2. 

3.

4.

5.

6.

to promote the learning of German in adolescents;

to raise awareness about the benefits of multilingualism (speaking more  
than one language is a valuable skill at a personal and professional level);

to promote science learning and careers among adolescents;

to break stereotypes about scientists (not all scientists are mad-haired man);

to enable the interaction of adolescents with real-world scientists; 

to create in all participants a positive and exciting memory in German.

The key moments of this project are depicted below:

The project focused on the following main objectives:

The project’s website is available here: www.nativescientist.com/scientistsarehumantoo

http://www.nativescientist.com/scientistsarehumantoo
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Six booklets were produced and studied in eight schools in seven different European 
countries. Each booklet tells the story of a German scientist living and working abroad  
and challenges students to carry out a scientific experiment:
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Pupils learned and had fun

“It was fun and we should do something like this again” wrote one of the students in the 
questionnaire administrated after the project had been completed. Another one added  
“It was extremely interesting and very enjoyable.” 202 pupils aged between 13 and 19 years 
old took part in the project. The level of German ranged from A1 to C2, peaking at A2. 
Based on those 121 pupils who provided feedback, below is the percentage of students  
that reacted positively to the project.

Results

To evaluate the impact of this project, participants’ perceptions were captured through 
questionnaires administrated to students before and after the project was completed, and 
to teachers and scientists after the project was completed. 
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Teachers valued the experience

“Great project to involve the students in modern up to date science and to open  
their eyes to studying abroad.“ wrote one of the science teachers after the project.  
Another one said, “It has been a magnificent project and I am thrilled to have been  
part of it!” One hundred percent of the teachers rated the experience “very good”  
(83%) or “good” (17%) and said “yes” when asked if they recommend activities  
organised by the Goethe-Institut and Native Scientist to their colleagues.

The booklet, which included a story of a scientist and an experiment, was well  
received in schools. Six out of seven teachers of German said that the level of German  
in the booklet was of the right level and five out of five teachers of science also said  
that the level of science was of the right level. 

Importantly, teachers agreed with the following:
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Scientists had a fulfilling experience

“This was a rewarding experience” and “Projects like this are very important to help young 
people to understand science more effectively” were some of the comments we received from 
scientist. All of the scientists rated the experience “very good” and five out of six would repeat 
the experience (one wouldn’t repeat the experience due to other commitments and time 
limitations). Overall, the project covered the fields of biology, physics, technology and geology.

Below is a summary of the scientists’ perceptions:

Furthermore, the teachers’ webinar induction delivered by Native Scientist to provide 
helpful information, tips and clarify questions was appreciated by all teachers. The visit  
of the scientists to each school was also a very good experience, as acknowledged  
in this comment form a teacher of German: “The scientist was amazing. The experiment  
has become part of the regular science lesson. It has spread, which I think is great.”
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Satellite actions 

The execution of this project has inspired teachers and scientists to share their 
experience using multiple media means, including photos, videos, news articles,  
social media posts and talks. A list with some examples is presented below. 

See here

See here

See here

See here

See here

See here

http://www.bodo.vgs.no/aktuelt-bodo-vgs/eksklusiv-tysktime-med-viola-nashe.1014439.aspx
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UAzCZhDHIWgoiHuFJeZYxcfKeZfKF6Vl/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1eIycY95_npw_G7UMCJG02jRrFEkz4d8V/view
https://www.bhs.is/skolinn/frettir/samthaett-verkefni-i-thysku-og-edlisfraedi
https://m.facebook.com/events/2272858816335792?acontext=%7B%22ref%22%3A%223%22%2C%22action_history%22%3A%22null%22%7D&aref=3
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1LnjaDicC7a2McKfvsR4qsYDChXqTBYAs
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Conclusions

At the beginning of the project, Native Scientist invited six German scientists  
from different countries in Europe to write a story about their career and themself  
as a human being. In addition, they developed a step-by-step protocol of an experiment 
that could be carried out by adolescents’ students in partnership with their German  
and science teachers.

The booklets were created, printed and sent to schools together with some  
of the materials needed to carry out the experiments. After conducting the experiments, 
students were able to share their results and ask questions to the author of the booklet,  
creating a positive and exciting memory in German. 

The biggest challenge of this project was to cater for the different levels of German  
and Science of the pupils, as some pupils had low levels of German proficiency while  
other had low levels of Science proficiency. A good awareness of these aspects  
and the establishment of effective communication channels with everyone involved  
are vital to maximise impact, manage everyone expectations and tailor our efforts. 

Overall, the pupils, teachers and scientists had a fun and fulfilling experience  
and showed interest in more projects with Native Scientist. 

We would like to thank the Goethe-Instituts in Northern Europe, especially  
to the Goethe-Institut London, as well as pupils and teachers. Many thanks  
also to Kerstin Beer from Native Scientist and our scientists Henning Kirschenmann,  
Ingo Mueller-Wodarg, Katja Spiess, Stephanie Zihms, Matthias Kremer and Viola Nähse.
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